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The foUovdng conments centre on certain important political and 
social propositions in Dr. Prebisch's critique of peripheral capitalism, 
leaving to those better qualified the discussion of his economic 
explanations. Restated in sijnplified terns these propositions are: 

1. The distribution of wealth and' incomes in peripheral societies 
derives not from market forces but from the initial distribution of power. 
Peripheral capitalist development enables the powerful few to continue to 
concentrate the lion's share of its finiits in their own hands. 

2. The distribution of power also determines the distribution of 
opportunities to acquire the formal qualifications or "training" for 
entering into the managerial, technical and buresucratic positions required 
by the style of development. Once the rate of expansion of the resulting 
"intermediate strata" exceeds the expansion of real demand for their 
services, the share of power that determined the acquisition of 
qualifications also requires the "spurious absorption" of the possessors 
into favoured areas of employment. At lower levels of skills and incomes 
within the activities generated by development simj.lar proco eres are at 
work. The distribution of power and the sluggish labour-absorptive 
capacity of these activities guarantee that the initially poor and weak 
will remain excluded. 

3« The distribution of power and of incomes generates the 
"consumer society" in its present concentrntcd, wasteful, and imitative 
form. It also influences the patterns of introduction of technologies 
and the failure to generate technologies better adapted to the conditions 
•f the peripheral countries. 

4. The consximer society for stratified minorities is incmpatible 
with achievement of a sufficient rate of accumulation to permit eventual 
absorption into productive, well-paid employment of the- marginalized masses. 

$. While peripheral capitalist development permits broadening 
of the minorities able to participate in the consumer society, and indeed 
needs this for its own functioning, it cannot do so beyond a certain point, 
owing to insufficient dynamism and the insatiable appetites of the groups 
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already participating. To the extent that the excluded groups, now 
condemned to "infraconsvmption", gain in ability to use organization and. 
democratic political processes to force an entry,- either inflation 
accelerates, or the power-holders replace formal democracy by the use 
of force> or both. 

6. Peripheral capitalism is imitative rather than innovative in 
the manner of central capitalism, divorced from societal needs and 
resource endowments, incapable of overcoming, its inteitial contradictions 
except through repression. Its evolution under the hegemony of the 
world centres stiints the development of the entrepreneurial class and 
discourages it fxK)m struggling against tbsse shortcomings. 

These propositions, frcm the way they are stated, clearly have 
a nonnative puipose. They point to trends that are self-evidently • 
unacceptable, viiether in terms of democratic values, of human welfare, of 
national autonomy, or of progress toward self-sustaiioing economic growth. 
It follows that men of good will must diligently ceek means of changing 
them. Certain questions then come to the foi'e: If the diagnosis is 
correct in the central role it gives to power, where can one.identify 
plausible agents of transformation? If transformation is feasible how 
profoxmd and traumatic need it be? In other termc-, to véiom is the study 
addressed and v^at does it expect the addressees to do? Can the ills 
be overcome through reforms in the prevailing style of development, or 
do ills so great call for an entirely different system? 1/ Evidently 

1/ Reforms in style would presumably retain central features of capitalism, 
whether or not accepting the label, with better planned and more 
decisive state intervention to redress the internal and external 
balance of power. The articles by Messrs. Graciarena and Pinto in 
the same number of the EGIA Review discuss the distinction betvieen 
style and system. 
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Dr. Prebisch's long experience has left M m very much aware of the 
complexity of these issues, the dangers of over-sinplified superficially 
radical prescriptions, and the probability that the future has surprises 
in store for us. Thus he limits himsélf to a few discreet hints on what 
can be done and by whom. 

However, the increasingly disturbing evidence that peripheral 
capitalist developneht has led the Latin American national societies 
into a trap from which they will be able to emerge only at veiy high 
social costs of one kind or another, pushes one onto the dangerous ground 
of thinking about alternative agents to whom a study posing a radical 
challenge to the prevailing style of development can be addressed. 

The argun^nts might be addressed to the present power-holders 
within the peripheral capitalist societies, but \Axy should they be 
persuaded by arguments against a system that works in their favour? Two 
lines of persuasion have been current since the 1950's or earlier: 
a) that the prevailing style of development is incoinpátible w3.th professed 
democratic and human welfare valuesj b) that it wiJl not be -̂i.able over the 
long term, so that the powe3>-holders must reform it in the interest of 
their own sxirvival. However, the spokesmen of the power holders obviously 
have no difficulty in reinteroreting democratic values to justify 
whatever tactics they find nececsaiy, and thoj'- are obviously not convinced 
by the second line of reasoning: they can argue in return that the main 
threat to viability of the style is governmental reformist interference 
with its logic. In other tenns, the tactic dictated by their own perceived 
interest is that of "changing just enough so that nothing wiH change." 
During recent years, entrepreneurial groups have emerged in most countries 
that identify aggressively with the prevailing style, consider its 
ingjact on the poor mainly a pnablem for the police, and justify their 
ideology by the poor performance of reformist and poJ)ulist regimes in 
Latin America and elsewhere. 

The intermediate strata that have a lesser and possibly illusory 
share in power are hardly more open to arguments on the need for transforma-
tion of the stylé of development, except to the extent that they interpret 
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the transfoimation as a means of enhancing their cjwn relative. position. 
At this level reactions can be expected to be more contradictor and 
ambivalent than at the level of the, major po-wer^holders, in view of the shocks 
that present crises ai^ dealing paiiis. of the intermediate strata and the 
increasing strain on the capacity of the ^stem to meet their e3q)ectations 
through privileged education and "spurious absorption", but their main 
reaction is defensive against argr threat of a narroi^ng of the gap between 
them and the excluded masses. 

The arguments might be addressed to the technobureaucracies that 
have been gaining in experience and self-confidence j within the ECIA 
tradition of training of economic planners this is the most accessible 
kind of agent. Conceivably part of the state apparatus,, convinced of the 
need for transformation, niight act autonomously, consolidating power and using 
it to redistribute income, curb the constmer society, and raise the rate of 
accumulation. However, experiences of this kind up to the present hardly 
justify confidence; technobureaucracies,: whether military or civilian, 
consnonly exaggerate their own understandir^ of the societies on which they 
try to act and their power over them. If ^hcy alienate the po^r-holding 
elite or the intermediate strata, the consequences are likely to be more 
than they can handle; they cannot afford to mobilize the masses, however 
much they may talk of popiilar participations and without sach mobilization 
the constraints imposed by the world centres linked to the domestic power-
holders sooner or later bring them to an impasse. Moreover, an increasing 
proportion of the technobureaucrats seem to be ideologically identified with 
the entrepreneurs mentioned above. 

The arguments might be addressed to actual or potential power-holders 
in the central countries. This way out becomes tempting, in spite of a certair 
incongruity with the objective of enhancing national autonomy, if one conclude? 
that the power-holders in the periphery will neither be displaced nor mend 
their ways in the absence of a shift in the patterns of dependency and the 
external. st^uli continually strengthening the consumer society. It beccnnes 
more tempting to the extent that one questions the s\q>position that the centres 
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have coherent "imperialist" policies toward the periphery. If, as a 
good many social scientists in the centres now argue> central policies 
toward the periphery really represent an internally contradictory 
aggregate of "bureaucratic politics" of public agencies pursuing their 
own purposes in alliance with different clienteles and pressure groups, 
and if the most influential counterattacks on the excesses of the 
consumer society and the concentration of economic power are now visible 
in the centres, it should be possible to find allies there to redress th® 
balance of poiiíer in the periphery. It is well known that the dtaidnant 
forces in some of the smaller central countries novr advocate for the 
Third World styles of development quite simi3.ar to those implied ly 
Dr. Prebisch's critique of peripheral capitalism, an advocacy that leaves 
them with few deserving candidates for assistance. In a more restrained 
way, the heads of international financing agencies are now urging similar 
changes in priorities in the Third World. The Urdted States is likely 
to become more open to a reformist approach of this kind than it has been 
since the early 1960's. These shifts in attitudes in the ce:ntres leave 
mxjst of the Latin American countries seeking escbernal aid in a triply 
vulnerable position, because of their levels of per capita income 
well above the Third World average, because of the notoriously uneven 
distribution of incomes snd cr^nsumption, a:id because of the power-
holders' reliance on repression to protect the distribution of income and the 
sources of dynamism of the prevailing style. In one way or another, 
external evaluations of the prevailing style of development have to be 
taken into account in the calculations of the peripheral power-holders. 
The changing nature, real objectives and 'capabilities of the interlocutors 
in centre and periphery deserve careful study to. enable the quest for 
alternative styles of development to go beyond the ritual proliferation of 
"world plans of action" and "neweconomic orders". The experience of the 
Alliance for Progress demonstrates the precariousness and ambiguity of 
reform policies advanced by the centre, partly under the influence of 
reformers of the periphery, and formally accepted by national power-holders 
as a condition for external aid. ; , . 
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The arguments might be addressed to pounter-^lites aspiring to . 
mobilize the social classes exploited or eiccluded within the peripheral 
capitalist style of development and.to •take power in their name. (It can 
be assumed that the marginalized masses themselves will, not be readers of the 
G?3PAL Review.) Such counter-elités have been on the stage for some time, 
and wovild readily accept the causative relationship between power, income 
distribution, thfe consumer society, and insxifficdent aiccumvilation. However, 
they would not and probably could not limit their remedies to the construction 
of capitalism with a human face. The study touches veiy lightly on the 
fact that an important part of the political leadership of the lower and 
middle strata has rejected the peripheral capitalist rules of the game 
and feels no responsibility for making anything like the prevailing Style 
of development work better. In other terms, they opt for a change of 
system. These political ciarents have not, except in Cuba, been strong 
enough to impose an alternative system, and as Dr. Prebisch hints in his 
last paragraph their ideas of how to get power and what to do with it are 
not as clear as they might be. At the least, they are strong enough so 
that their rejection of the prevailing style makes the distributive struggle 
more intransigeant. 

In the end they face m.uch the same problem as does Dr. Prebisch: 
How can an imacceptable and possibly non-viable econondc-social-political 
system be transfomed in the face of large minorities, constituting the 
most articulate and organized strata of the population, tliat are 
intransigeantly unwilling to give up the advantages they now enjoy or hope 
to enjoy; a transformation that wotild have to l?e carried out ^ other 
minorities, themselves deeply divided over strategies and values, with the 
support of disadvantaged masses having a weak capacity foi* disciplined 
action? The admiration of both the moderate critics of the. peripheral-
capitalist consumer society and its anti-capitalist énemies for the 
Chinese model is synptómátic of their tactical difficulty. If one could 
only start with a friigal, hardworking, innovative, egalitarian population 
innocent of aspirations for automobiles, television, and vacations abroad, 
confronting a handful of oppressors! 
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The question of power thus leads to the question of values. 
If any conceivable social agents set out to transfom the structvire of povrer 
that detemines the distribution of incomes, vdll they bé able simultaneously 
to inculcate values that are compatible with a relatively egalitarian and 
austere standard of consumption and a higher rate of accumulation? It is 
just as hard to Imagine the masses now excluded, once they have a taste 
of power, voluntarily moderating their demands to the planners' judgment of 
what can be afforded. It is even hard to imagine the technobureaucracies 
or counter-elite is setting an example of austerity and efficiency in the 
use of public resoiu'ces, without which their exhortation to other elements 
in the society will carry little weight. The fate of national attempts to 
modiiy the prevailing style of development while "democratizing" the 
consumer society is too well known to inquire further comment. The point 
made by Mr. Pinto in his "Notes on Styles of Development in Latin America", 
that the masses in any kind of coxmtry would vote for the consumer saciety 
if given the choice, that its condemnation is limited to certaiJi 
intellectual minoilties, is quite valid, but does nót negate the probability 
that the masses would be voting for a paradise that can be real only as 
long as they are excluded from it. 

At present, the U.fe-styles of all strata of the societies 
in the peripheiy as well ss the centre, with the probable exception of 
very small elite minorities, are undergoing shocks that may well become 
even more frequent and intense in the future. Large intermediate strata' 
are unable to maintain their previous levels of consumption, and the 
practicability of their aspirations for their own arid their children's 
futuré comes under question. The shocks might be educational, but vdio 
is to teach the lesson? One might envisage a gradual change in values 
centring in the youth, stimulated ty societal crises but channeled Igr 
innovative forms of education and the generation of alternatives more 
attractive than the consumer society, but #10 is to transform the 
education and offer the alternatives? Some recent erŝ eriehces indicate that 
within stratified and con̂ jetitive societies pix>posals to change educational 
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content and objectives in the direction of contributions to productivity, 
social equality and service to the disadvantaged strata of the society 
excite more unmanageable resistance than do policies freezing the quantity 
of "training" for the higher posts and tightening the selectivity of 
admission to•such training. 

In certain cases, a radically different style or system of 
development can be facilitated through e^ort of the more recalcitrant 
parts of the intermediate strata to more congenial climes,at the price of 
appreciable short-term losses in professional and technical manpovrer, as in 
the case of Cuba, but the size of the intermediate strata in the larger 
Latin American countries makes this "solution" improbable. For the most 
part, the beneficiaries of the consumer society are in a better position to 
expel its critics. The future of the consumer society in Latin America 
seems permanently precarious and also repellent in its beneficiaries' 
complacent acceptance of the price of poverty, powerlessness and repression 
for others. However, one cannot altogether blame these beneficiaries 
for believing that, for them, any remedy will be worse than the disease, 
and that for the rest of the society the gains will be problematic. 

In conclusion, it seems worthwhile to touch hesitantly on one 
central.economic proposition in the "Critique of Peripheral Capitalism". 
This study, like previous works of Dr. Prebisch, continual]ly emphasizes the 
need for achievement of higher rates of capital accumulation. The negative 
evaluation of the consumer society and the pattern of industrialization 
that has shaped it and been shaped by it in a process of circular causation 
suggests that just as. much en̂ jhasis should be placed on the kind of 
accumulation. Accumulation of what for tdiat? If it is true that a high 
proportion of present capital accumulation simply helps to consolidate the 
consumer society and strengthen, the case for its irreversible perpetuation 
.<e.g., urban construction of luxury housing and office buildings; automobile 
manufacture and its linkages to- highways, urban land occupation and 
infrastructure, maintenance and fuel supply networks) does it not follow 
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that the aggregate rate of accumulation contains components that are 
irrelevant and conponents that are negative as well as components that 
are positive from the standpoint of eventual achievement of adequate 
livelihoods and meaningful activities for the whole population? If one really 
judges that the present consumer society is permanently inaccessible to the 
masses of the population and maintainable only at their esqpense, does it not 
follow that rates of aceiaaulation as now calculated cannot legitimately be 
presented as objectives? In this area, a non-economist q^ckly gets beyond his. 
depth, but it would seem that a ^stematic demystification of accumulation 
rates and economic growth rates may be needed as a co,iiponent of the 
critique of peripheral capitalism and its version of the consumer society. 
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